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Abstract

In this paper, we prove the long-time existence of the Hermitian-Einstein flow on a holo-

morphic vector bundle over a compact Hermitian (non-kiihler) manifold, and solve the Dirichlet

problem for the Hermitian-Einstein equations. We also prove the existence of Hermitian-Einstein

metrics for holomorphic vector bundles on a class of complete noncompact Hermitian manifolds.
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1 Introduction

Let M, g) be a Hermitian manifold with Hermitian metric g, and E be a rank r holomorphic

vector bundle over M. Given any Hermitian metric H on the holomorphic vector bundle E

there exists one and only one complex metric connection AH. If the curvature form H of A'ff

satisfies

-,I---lAFH = Id

where A is a real number, then H will be called a Hermitian-Einstein metric. After the pioneering

work of Kobayashi ([8] 9 the relation between the existence of Hermitian-Einstein metrics

and stable holomorphic vector bundles over closed KiNer manifolds is by now well understood

due to the work of Narasimhan-Seshadri, Donaldson, Siu, Uhlenbeck-Yau and others 16], 31,

[191, 21], 22]). Later, in 4 the Dirichlet boundary value problem was solved for Hermitian-

Einstein metrics over compact KRh1er manifolds with non-empty boundary. In this paper, we

study the existence of Hermitian-Einstein metrics for holomorphic vector bundles over Hermitian

(non-Kiffiler) manifolds. We should point out that if (M, g) is non-Kiihler then the basic Kiihler

identities

aA* v - 1A-9A; 9 = v-IAbA (1.2)

do not hold. So the non-Kiihler case is analytically more difficult than the Kiihler case.

We first investigate the associated parabolic system i.e. Hermitian-Einstein flow over com-

pact Hermitian manifolds, and we prove the long-time existence of the Hermitian-Einstein flow.

In general, the Hermitian-Einstein flow does not converge to a Hermitian-Einstein metric when

M is a closed Hermitian manifold without boundary (In this case, the stability of holomorphic

vector bundle may ensure the convergence of the Hermitian-Einstein flow under some conditions

([21, 12], 13], 191).) However we prove the solvability of the Dirichlet problem for Hermitian-

Einstein metric over compact Hermitian manifolds with smooth boundary.

Main Theoern Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over the compact Hermitian manifold

V u�ith non-empty smooth boundary W. For any Hermitian metric �p on the restriction of E

to aM there is a unique Hermitian-Einstein metric H on E such that H = over W.

In the second part of this paper, we study the Hermitian-Einstein equation on holomorphic

vector bundles over complete Hermitian manifolds, here complete means complete, noncom-

pact and without boundary. In section 5, we prove the long-time existence of the Hermitian-

Einstein flow on any complete Hermitian manifold under the assumption that the initial metric

has bounded mean curvature. It is reasonable that the long-time solution will converge to a

Hermitian-Einstein metric under some assumptions on manifold and initial metric. But, in sec-

tion 6 we adapt the direct elliptic method, using theorem 41 and compact exhaustion to prove

the existence of Hermitian-Einstein metric on some complete Hermitian manifolds.
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2 Preliminary Results

Let M, ) be a compact Hermitian manifold, and E be a rank r holomorphic vector bundle over

M. Denote by the Kiihler form, and define the operator A as the contraction with w, i.e. for

a E (M, E), then

Aa = (a, w). (2.1)

A connection A on the vector bundle E is called Hermitian-Einstein if it is integrable and the

corresponding curvature form FA satisfies the following Einstein condition:

vr--lAFA = AId,

where A is some real constant. When (M, g) is a KiNer manifold, we know that the connection

A must be Yang-Mill connection. So in this case, A is also called Hermitian-Yang-Mills.

Let H be a Hermitian metric on holomorphic vector bundle E and denote the holomorphic

structure by OE, then there exists a canonical metric connection which is denoted by AH. Taking

a local holomorphic basis e ( < a < r), the Hermitian metric H is a positive Hermitian matrix

which wl also be denoted by H for simplicity, here H,, = H(e, ep). In fact, the

complex metric connection can be written as follows

AH = H-1,9H, (2.2)

and the curvature form

FH = AH = (H-laH). (2.3)

In the literature sometimes the connection is written as i9H)H-1 because of the reversal of the

roles of the row and column indices.

Definition 21 If for a Hermitian metric H on E the corresponding canonical metric

connection AH is Hermitian-Einstein, then the metric H is called a Hermitian-Einstein metric.

It is well known that any two Hermitian metrics H and K on bundle E are related by

H = Kh, where h = K1H E '(M, End(E)) is positive and self adjoint with respect to K. It

is easy to check that

AH - AK = h'aKh, (2.4)

FH - FK = (h-'OKh), (2.5)

Let Ho be a Hermitian metric on E. Consider a family of Hermitian metrics H(t) on E

with initial metric H(O = I-lo. Denote by AH(t) and H(t) the corresponding connections

and curvature forms, denote h(t = H6-'H(t). When there is no confusion, we will omit the
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parameter t ad simply write H, AH, FH, h for H(t), A.H(t), FH(t), h(t) respectively. The Hermite-

Einstein evolution equation is

H-' OH = -2(v(--lAFH - Ald). (2.6)5T

We also call it the Hermitian-Einstein flow. Choosing local complex coordinates fz'} I on M,

as in [10], we define the holomorphic Laplace operator for functions

19) a2f
-2-V_-1A5af = 2g'� '9zie'Fj' (2.7)

where (gii) is the inverse matrix of the metric matrix gi3). As usual, we denote the Beltrami-

Laplacian operator by Z�- The difference of the two Laplacians is given by a irst order differential

operator as follows

(A - A)f = V, Vf )9, (2.71)

where V is a well-defined vector field on M. The holomorphic Laplace operator A coincides

with the usual Laplace operator if and only if the Hermitian manifold (Mg) is Kahler By

taldng a local holomorphic basis e (I < a < r) on bundle E and local complex coordinates

Z'}T i on M, then the Hermitian-Einstein flow equation 2.6) can be written as following:

aH = -2V_-__IA5.9H + 2vr-_1A5HH-IOH + 2AH& (2.6/)
= &H + 2v�-lADHH-'M + 2AH.

Where H denote the Hermitian matrix (H,,,4)1<aO<r. From the above formula, we see that the

Hermite-Einstein evolution equation is a nonlinear strictly parabolic equation.

Proposition 22 Let H(t) be a solution of Hermitian-Einstein flow 2.6), then

a - 12 < .(5i Z, I v/ IAFH - M H - (2.8)

ProoL For simplicity, we denote V,'--lAFH - Ald = . By calculating directly, we have

A1012 -2,,/_-IAOaf trOH-1&H}
H

-let `D;�OtH + 5H-'YO'H}
2,/-1Atrj5,9jOH H - aOH

(2.9)
+2v'---lAtrf OH-1,9HaOtH}

2Re - 2 V/-_1 A5,9H 0, 0) H 2 H 0 12 210012

and

a A5 a h-',9h + h'Hj-'OHoh)}
T N

A'aH+h 1aHh-1Ttj=Aa(,9H(h Wt)) (2.10)
Ald)).
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where h = 11-'H and DH OH + 0 Using above formulas, we have

UFk,1_-_1AFH - AM12H = H912 210012
> 0. H H (2.11)

11

For further discussion, we will introduce the Donaldson's istance" on the space of Hern-ii-

tian metrics as follows.

Definition 23 For any two Hermitian metrics H K on bundle E set

a(H, K) = trH-1K + trK-1H - 2rankE. (2.12)

It is obvious that a(H, K) 0, with equality if and only if H = K. The function or is

not quite a metric but it serves almost equally well in our problem, moreover the function a

compares uniformly with d(,), where d is the Riemannian distance function on the metric space,

in that f (d) a < f2 (d) for monotone functions fl, f2. In paxticulax a sequence of metrics Hi

converges to H in the usual Co topology if and only if Supma(Hi, H) ) 0.

Let h = K1H, and apply -v�'-_lA to 2.5) and taking the trace in the bundle E, we have

1
tr(vf--lh(AFH - AK)) -,&trh + tr(--,/_-1AOhh-',9Kh). (2.13)

2

Sirnilaxly, we have

tr(vr--lh-'(AFK - AH) = -_Ztrh-' + tr(-,,/_-1A6h-1h,9Hh-1). (2.14)
2

Since h is a positive Hermitian endomorphism, by_.choosing local normal coordinates of M at

the point under consideration and a local trivialization of bundle E, it is easy to check 31, 19])

that tr(-,1_-1A5hh-1aKh) is non-negative, so we have the following proposition.

Proposition 24 Let H and K be two Hermitian-Einstein metrics, then a(H, K) is sub-

harmonic with respect to the holomorphic Laplace operator, i.e.

Aa(H, K) �! 0. (2.15)

Let H(t), K(t) be two solutions of the Hermitian-Einstein flow 26), and denote h(t)

K(t)-'H(t). Using formula 2.13) and 2.14) again, we have

Gn, _- U)(trh(t) + trh-'(t))
= 2tr(-v,--_1A5Ehh-1,9Kh) + 2tr(-vf-_1A�Eh-1h,9Hh-')
> 0.
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So we have proved the following proposition.

Proposition 25 Let H(t), K(t) be two solutions of the Hermitian-Einstein flow 2.6),

then

(,n - a(H(t), K(t) > 0. (2.16)

Proposition 26 Let H(x, t) be a solution of the Hermitian-Einstein flow 2.6) with the

initial metric Ho, then

(Z a ) lgf tr(Hj-'H + tr(H-'Ho)l -2jV-__1AFH, - AIdjHO. (2.17)5i

ProoL Let h = 4�'H, direct calculation shows that

( - a )trh = 2tr(v'---lhAFH - Ah) + 2tr(-v"-_1A5hh-1,90h). (2.18)5i

)t-rh-1 = -2tr(v/-'_1h-'AFH - Ah-') + 2tr(--,,/_-_1A5Bh-1hOHh-'). (2.19)

It is easy to check that 19))

2(trh)-1tr(-V-___1A&hh-1o-bh - (trh)-2ldtrhl2 > ,
(2.20)2(trh-')-ltr(-v/---lAOh-lhaHh-1 - (trh-')-2ldtrh-112 > .

Rom above two inequalities, it is easy to check

(trh + trh-1)-1j-2vf-_1_A6hh-1,9oh - 2,/_-_1A&h-'h8Hh-1}
> (trh + trh-')-2idtrh + dtrh-1 12. (2.21)

Then, we have

(Z lgf trh + trh-l}
= (trh + trh-')-'( - O)ftrh + trh-' - trh + trh-l)-2ldtrh + dtrh-112N
= 2(trh + trh-')-ltr(-,/-IhAFH - Ah)
_2(trh + trh-1)-1tr(v1'-_1_h-'AFH - Ah-')
+2(trh + trh-1)-1j-v�-_1AOhh-'8oh - /_-__1A6h-1haHh-1}

(trh + trh-')-2ldtrh + dtrh-'12
-21.,/-lAFH - AIdjHO.

Discussing like that in the above proposition, we have

Proposition 27 Let H(x) and Ho(x) are two Hermitian metric, then
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,LlgftrHj-'H+trH-'Ho} -2jVC_1AFH.-AIdjH. (2.22)
-21v"---lAFH - IdjH-

Corollary 28 Let H be an Hermitian-Einstein metric, and Ho be the initial Hermitian

metric, then

Z lgjtr(H6-1 H) + tr(H-'Ho)} 21 V_-_1AFH - djHO. (2.23)

3 The Hermitian-Einstein flow on compact Hermitian manifolds

Let M, g) be a compact Hermitian manifold (with possibly non-empty boundary), and E be a

holomorphic vector bundle over M. Let Ho be the initial Hermitian metric on E. If M is closed

then we consider the following evolution equation

H-'OH -2(v/---lAFH -Id),W (3.1)
H(t)lt=o Ho.

If M is a compact manifold with non-empty smooth boundary aM, and the Hermitian metric

g is smooth and non-degenerate on the boundary, for given data on M we consider the

following boundary value problem.

I-J-1.1H = 2v'_-__1(AFH - Id),
H(t) I t=o Ho, (3.2)
Hlom =

Here Ho satisfying the boundary condition. From formula 26% we known that the above

equations are nonlinear strictly parabolic equations, so standard parabolic theory gives short-

time existence:

Proposition 31 For sufficiently small E > 0, the equation 3.1), and (.2) have a smooth

solution defined for < t < .

Next we want to prove the long-time existence of the evolution equation 3.1) and 3.2). Let

h = H6-'H. By direct calculation, we have

I a (Igtrh)l 2jvf-__1_AFH - IdjH, (3.3)
5i

and similarly

a (Igtrh-')l < 21v/---lAFH - AIdjH- (3.4)
Yt
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Theorem 32 Suppose that a smooth solution Ht to the evolution equation (. 1) is defined

for < t < T. Then Ht converge in Co-topology to some continuous non-de�generate metric HT

as t -- T.

Proof. Given > by continuity at t = we can find a such that

sup o-(Ht, Ht,) <,E,
M

for 0 < t, t < J. Then Proposition 25 and the Maximum principle imply that

sup a Ht, Ht, < E,
M

for a t, t > T - . This implies that Ht are uniformly Cauchy sequence and converge to

a continuous limiting metric HT. On the other hand, by proposition 22, we known that

jVC_1AFH - AIdj.H a-re bounded uniformly. Using formula 3.2) and 3.3), one can conclude

that or(H, Ho) are bounded uniformly, therefore H(T) is a non-degenerate metric.

0

We prove the following lemma in the same way as [; Lemma 1] and [18; Lemma 641.

Lemma 33 Let M be a compact Hermitian manifold without boundary (ith non-empty

boundary). Let H(t), 0 < t < T, be any one-parameter family of Hermitian metrics on a

holomorphic bundle E over M satisfying Dirichlet boundary condition), and suppose Ho is the

initial Hermitian metric. If H(t) converges in the Co topology to some continuous metric HT as

t -+ T, and if supm AFHIHO is bounded uniformly in t, then H(t) are bounded in C and also

bounded in L2 (for any < p < oo) uniformly in t.

Proof. Let h(t = H6-'H(t). We contend that h(t) are bounded uniformly in CI topology,

and also H(t) a-re bounded uniformly in C'. If not then for some subsequence tj there ae points

x E M with sup IVohj I = lj achieved at xj, and Ij --+ oo, here h = h(tj).

(a), First we consider the case that M is a closed manifold. Taking a subsequence we can

JZ 17suppose that the xj converge to a point x in M. Then we choose local coordinates n=1

a.round xj and rescaled by a factor of 1-1 to a ball of radius & < 1}, and pull back the

matrixes h to matrix via the maps w = ljz,,. With respect to the rescaled metrics

sup lVhjl = ,
jWj<I

is attained at the origin point. By the conditions of the lemma, we known

IAj - AFol = Jj--l(AbaoWj - Ab)j)�j__'ao)�j)j (3.5)
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is bounded in fw E C'jIw < 1}. Since h, Vhj are bounded, AOO'bh I axe bounded independent

of j, then Z�Wj is also bounded independent of j. By the properties of the elliptic operator 
axe uniformly bounded in L2 on a small ball. Taking p > 2m, so that LP --+ C1

on LP spaces, 2

is compact, thus some subsequence of the converge strongly in C tojZ. But on the other

hand the the variation of Z is zero, since the original metrics approached a CO limit, which

contradicts

lVh,,.Iz=O l VhjIZ= = .j�00

(b), When M is a compact manifold with non-empty boundary aM. Let dj denote the

distance from xj to the boundary aM, then there axe two cases.

(1), If lim sup dj lj > 0, then we can choose balls of radius < dj around xj and resealed by a

factor of to a ball of radius (where < lim sup dj lj), pull back the matrixes h to matrixes

hj defined on f w E C' II w I < 1 With respect to the resealed metrics, we have

sup Ih I = ,

is attained at the origin. By condition of the lemma, and discussing like that in (a), we wl

deduce contradiction.

(2), On the other hand, if lim sup djl = 0, we may assume xj approach a point y on the

boundary, and let ±j E 8M such that dist(+j, xj = dj, also approach y. Choose half-ball of

radius aound and rescale by a factor of j to the unit half-ball. In the resealed picture the

points xj approach z = 0. After resealing, A9obhjlis still bounded, h is uniformly bounded,

and sup I � I = is attained at point x. Since �j satisfy boundary condition along the face of

the half-ball, using elliptic estimates with boundary, and discussing like that in (a), we can also

deduce contradiction.

Rom the above discuss, we known that ht axe uniformly bounded in C1, also H(t) axe

uniformly bounded in C topology. Using formula 25) together with the bounds on h(t),

IAFHI, and Voh show that ADaoh are uniformly bounded. Elliptic estimates with boundary

conditions show that h(t) (also Ht) axe uniformly bounded in L2'

0

Theorem 34 The evolution equation (3.1) and (3.2) have a unique solution H(t) which

exists for < t < oo.

Proof. Proposition 31 guarantees that a solution exists for a short time. Suppose that the

solution H(t) exists for < t < T. By theorem 32, H(t) converges in CO to a non-degenerate

continuous limit metric H(T) as t --+ t. From proposition 24 and the maximum principle,

we conclude that I--lAFH - IdIH are bounded independently of t. Moreover, AHII axe

bounded independently of t. Hence by lemma 33, H(t) are bounded in C' and also bounded in

LP (for any < p < oo) uniformly in t. Since the evolution equations 3.1) and 3.2) is quadratic2
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in the first derivative of H we can apply Hamilton's method 7 to deduce that H(t) --+ H(T)

in C, and the solution can be continued past T. Then the evolution equation 3.1) and 3.2)

have a solution H(t) define for a time.

By proposition 25 and the maximum principle, it is easy to conclude the uniqueness of the

solution.

Remark: It should be mentioned that the theorem of Li and Yau 13] give the existence

of a A-Hermitian-Einstein metric in a stable bundle over a closed Gauduchon manifold, where

the real constant A depending on the slope of the bundle with respect to the Gauduchon metric;

Buchdahl [1] prove the same result for arbitrary surfaces independently; the book which written

by Liibke and Teleman 12] is a good reference for this field. When M is a closed Hermitian

manifold, the solution of equation (.1) usually will not convergence to a Hermitian-Einstein

metric. However, in the next section, we will show that the solution of equation (3.2) always

convergence to a Hermitian -Einstein metric which satisfies the boundary condition.

4 The Dirichlet boundary problem for Hermitian-Einstein met-
ric

In this section we will consider the case when M is the interior of a compact Hermitian manifold

V with non-empty boundary M, and the Hermitian metric is smooth and non-degenerate on

the boundary, holomorphic vector bundle E is defined over V. We will discuss the Dirichlet

boundary problem for Hermitian-Einstein metric by using the heat equation method to deform

an arbitrary initial metric to the desired solution. The main points in the discussion axe similar

with that in 4 or 18]. For given data V on W we consider the evolution equation 3.2) By

theorem 34, we known there exists a unique solution H(t) of the equation 3.2). The aim of

this section is to prove that H(t) will convergence to the Hermitian-Einstein metric which we

want.

By direct calculation, one can check that

12 > IVIOI.H12
JVHO H -

for any section in End(E). Then, using formula 2.11), we have

a
(A 5i )lv"--lAFH - AIdjH 0. (4.1)

We first solve the following Dirichlet problem on M 20; Ch5, proposition 1.8

\ V = j,1-___1AFH - A.IdIHO, (4.2)
vla = .

10



Setting w(x, t = f0t lf--lAFH - AIdjH(X, s)ds - v(x). From 41) 42), and the boundary

condition satisfied by H implies that, for t > 0, jv,'-_1AFH-AId1H(X, t) Vanishes on the boundaxy

of M, it is easy to check that w(x, t) satisfies

(Z a X, t) > 0,N
W(XO = -V(X), (4.3)
W(X, t) jam = .

By the maximum principle, we have

t
I vr--lAFH - AIdjH (X, s)ds < sup v(y), (4.4)

0 YEM

for any x E M, and < t < oo.

Let tl t t2, and let h(x, t = H-1 (x, tl)H(x, t). It is easy to check that

Oh
& 2(,/ 1AFH - AId). (4.5)

Then we have

& logtr(h) 21-�,f--lAFH - AId1H-

From the above formula, we have

tr(H-1 (x, tl)H(x, t)) r exp 2 I v(--lAFH - AIdj.Hds). (4.6)

We have a similar estimate for tr(H-1 (x, t)H(x, t)). Combining them we have

o-(H(x, t), H(x, t)) 2r(exp 2 Iv/---l-AFH - AdjHds - 1). (4.7)

Rom 44), 47), we know that H(t) converge in the Co topology to some continuous

metric H, as t ) oo. Using lemma 33 again, we known that H(t) axe bounded in C1

and also bounded in L2 (for any < p < oo) uniformly in t. On the other hand, IH-' OH I is

bounded uniformly. Then, the standard elliptic regularity implies that there exists a subsequence

Ht ) H in C topology. From formula 4.4), we know that H, is the desired Hermitian-

Einstein metric satisfying the boundary condition. Rom proposition 24 and the maximum

principle, it is easy to conclude the uniqueness of solution. So we have proved the following

theorem.

Theorem 41 Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over the compact Hermitian manifold

with non-empty boundary M. For any Hermitian metric o on the restriction of E to M

there is a unique Hermitian-Einstein metric H on E such that H = over o9M.
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5 Hermitian-Einstein flow over complete Hermitian manifolds

Let M be a complete, noncompact Hermitian manifold without boundary, in this case, we will

simply say M is a complete Hermitian manifold. Let E be a holomorphic vector bundle of

rank r over M with a Hermitian metric Ho. In this section we axe going to prove a long time

existence for the Hermitian-Einstein flow over any complete manifold under some conditions on

the initial metric Ho. As usually, we use the compact exhaustion construction to prove the long

time existence.

Let 111ij?', be a exhausting sequence of compact sub-domains of M, i.e. they satisfy i c

Qi 1 and 1 Di = M. By theorem 34 and theorem 4 , we can find Hermitian metrics; Hi x, t)

on Eln, for each i such that

H,-'OH' -2(�/--lAFH - Wd),=
Hi (_T, 0 = Ho (x), (5.1)
Hi x, t I an = Ho (x),
limt__,,,� (-�/_-_1AFHj -,\Id) = .

Suppose that there exist a positive number Co such that vr--IAFHO AIdIHO < Co on any

points of M. Denote hi = H6-'Hi, direct calculation shows that

-9 Ig trh I 21 vr-_1AFH - IdIH,,,
No Igtrh-11 2IV/_-_1AFH - Idl.H,, (5.2)IN i

By Proposition 22 and the Maximum principle, we have

sup Iv1r-__1_AFH - dIHj < Co. (5.3)
ni X [O'CO)

Integrating 5.2) along the time direction,
t '9

I Igtrhi(x, t) - lgrI = I - (Ig trh (x, s))ds < 2Cot.
fo 09S

Then we have

supn, x [,71 trhi < r exp(WoT), (5.4)
infn, x [,71 trhi > r exp(-2CoT),

and
supn,,[0,7jtrh,,-1 <rexp(WoT), (5.5)
infn, x [,71 trh- 1 > rexp(-2COT),

These imply that

sup a(HOHj)<2r(exp(2CoT)-1), (5.6)
ni X [0,71

and

(rexp(2COT))-1Id < h(xt) rexp(2CoT)Id (5.7)

for any (x, t) E Pi x [0, 7] In particular, over any compact subset , for i sufficiently large such

that c Di, we have the Co-estimate

sup o,(HO, Hi) 2r(exp(2CoT - 1). (5.8)
12 X 0,71

12



Without loss of generality we can assume that = Bo(R), here Bo(R) denotes the geodesic

ball of radius R with center at a fixed point E M. First, we want to show that there exists a

subsequence of Hi I converging uniformly to a Hermitian metric H ... x, t) on Bo R) x t, T2
Direct calculation as before show that over Qi x [0, ]

Z�trhi = -2AO&rhi
= -2tr(hi(vf-_1AFH - Ald)) + 2tr(hi(v�-_TAFH - Ald)) (5.9)
-2tr(Vr-_1A6hih-'OHOhi)i
> -C, + C2e(hi).

Here e(hi = -2tr(-\,/_-1AOEhio9HOhi), C and C2 axe positive constants depending only on Co

and T, and we have used formulas 2.13), 53), 5.4), and 5.7). Choosing i sufficiently larger

such that B(4R) C Qi, let V) be a cut-off function which equal in Bo(2R) and is supported in
2Bo(4R). Now multiply the above inequality by r ) and integrate it over M. Then

C2 f tr(hi),02e(hi) C f trhiV)2 + f trhik2Ztrhi
= C f thi7k2 + f trhi,02 Atrh + f trhi,02 V, Vtrhi)
< C1 f trhi,02 + 8 f(trhi)2 IVIpI2 + 8 f(trhi)2,021VI2.

Using 5.4) again, we obtain the following estimate:

IT e(hi) C3. (5.10)0 B.(2R)

Here C3 is a uniform constant depending on Co, T R, and V.

Because e(hi) contain all the squares of the first order derivatives (space direction of hi, hi

have uniform Co bound, and also hi axe uniformly bounded. So, the above inequality imply

that hi are uniformly bounded in L2 (Bo (2R) x [0, T]). Using the fact that L2 (Bo (2R) x [, T])

is compact in L2 (Bo (2R) x [0, TI), by passing to a subsequence which we also denoted by Hi

we have that the Hi converge in L2 (Bo (2R) x [0, T]). Given any positive number c, we have

T
fo fB.(2R) 0,2(HjHk) < E, (5.11)

for j, k sufficiently large.

For further discussion, We need the following lemmas. The following Sobolev inequality had

been proved by Saloff-Coste ([17; Theorem 311).

Lemma 5.1 Let M' be a m-dimensional complete noncompact Riemannian manifold, and

B,, (r) be a geodesic ball of radius r and centered at x. Suppose that - K < is the lower bound

of the Ricci curvature of B,,(r). If m > 2 there exists C depending only on m, such that

If 12q)1 2 2( (lVf 12 -2 If 12)),(L.'r) 9 < exp (C(l + IK-r)) Vol (B., (r)) M r fB.(r) + r (5.12)

for any f E C (B. (r)), where q = m For m < 2 the above inequality holds with m replacedm-2

by any fixed m > 2 and the constant C also depending only on m'.
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From the above Sobolev inequality 5.12) and the standard Moser iteration arguments it is not

hard to conclude the following mean-value type inequality which can be seen as an generalization

of the mean value inequality of Li and Tam ([I 1; Theorem 12)) for the nonnegative sub-solution

to the heat equation. We should point out that the elliptic case of the following mean value

inequality had been discussed in 14; p.344].

Lemma 52 Let M' be a m-dimensional (complex) complete noncompact Hermitian man-

ifold without boundary, and Bo (2R) be a geodesic ball, centered at E M of radius 2R. Suppose

that f (x, t) be a nonnegative function satisfying

(Z - 19 V > -C5f (5.13)5i
on Bo(2R) x [0, TI. If -K < is the lower bound of the Ricci curvature of B,,(2R), then for

p > 0, them exists positive constants C6 and C7 depending only on C, m, R, K, p, T, and the

difference vector fields V, such that

T
sup fp < C6 fl(y, t)dydt + C7 SUP f', 0- (5.14)

B.(!R)x[OT] .(R) B.(R)
4 4

Lemma 53 Let M' be a m-dimensional(complex) complete noncompact Hermitian mani-

fold ithout boundary, and Bo(2R) be a geodesic ball, centered at E M of radius 2R. Suppose

that- f (x, t) be a nonnegative function satisfying 5.13) on Bo(2R) x 0, 21. If -K < is the

lower bound of the Ricci curvature of Bo (2R), then for p > 0, them exists a positive constant 8

depending only on C5, m, R, K, p, 7 T, and V such that

sup fp < 8 IT fP(y, t)dydt, (5.15)
B,((1-6)R)x[7?T,(1-77)Tj 0 fB.(R)

where < , 7 < 12'

Proof. Setting < < 12 1, < 1 < 2 1, and let 01 E C(Bo(2R)) be the cut-off2

function
'01 (x) 1; x E Bo (( - 62)R)

0; x E B(2R \ (( - I)R)

< OI(x) I and IVOIJ 2 - i)-'R-1. Let

'02 (t) 1; 772T < t < ( - n2)T
0; t<,qjTort>(1-77j)T.

0 _< 02(t) I and 1271 2772 ql)-'T-1. Multiplying f-lk2 on both sides of the inequality

(5.13) (q > 1), here Px, t = 1 (402 (t), and integrate it over M. Itergrating by paxts, and

14



using the Schwartz inequality, we have:

2(q - 1) jVf - 12V)2 + .9(f q02) < (qCgV)2 + 4q IV012 49V))fq.
2 + 2V,

q fm I & J M q - &

Integrating along the time direction, we have
fTf I 12,02

0 M JVf2
T 0 2 -L JV V 12 (5.16)

2 1 (L fm (qC9 q-1 + 204)f9.

Since M is a complete manifold, so, we can use the Sobolev inequality 5.12). Combining with

1161der inequality, and the above inequality, we have:

(1-,72)Tfn2T f f0+;!�)d dtB.((1-62)R)
< C.(( I ) 1 2q(2(jL7 )2( (I _,71)T f )R) fdxdt)}1+2 (5.17)

172 -171 3T:T1 f1711 T B�((1-61

where positive constant C. depending only on m, R, K, T and the vector field V. Using Moser's

iteration, the result follows. The iteration aguments in lemma 52 and len-una 53 is similar,

the only difference is the choice of cut-off function 02(t) in the above.

0

On the other hand, from proposition 25, we known that a(Hj, Hk) satisfy

(,\ (Hj, Hk) > 0

Using (5.11) and 5.14), we have

2sup or (H., Hk) C4 c. (5.18)3
B.(R)x[OT]

2

Here Q is a positive constant depending only on Co, R, T, and the bound of sectional curvature

on B(2R). From (5.18), we can conclude that, by taking a subsequence, Hi converges uniformly

to a continuous Hermitian metric H., on B(R) x [0, T].2

Next, we wifl use the above Co to obtain the C'-estimate on B(R) x [0, TI, the method2

we used is similar as that in 2 section 23]. For any point E B(2R), choosing a small ball

B. (r) such that the bundle E can be trivialized locally, and let f e., I be the holomorphic frame

of E. So, a metric Hi can be written as a matrix which also denoted by Hi on Bx(r). The the

complex metric connection with respect to Hi can be written as following

Ai Hi-'OHi

and the curvature form

Hi = 9H,' 8Hj).

Choosing a real coordinate jyj} on Bx(r) and centered at x. Denote p = H'dHi( It isTY-,
easy to check that

2V lAbaHPi - -Pi = -PIH, + H., -jt--pj (5.19)
09t
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on B,(r). In fact, this follows fom (5.1) by considering the one-parameter family of solutions

obtained by translating in the direction of His (yl, Y2,,,) = Hyj,... , y + S - Y2m) it
OF,

follows that the square norm 1p,12 = trpjHj-'gj*Hj satisfyHi

(Z a )1p,12 > (5.20)
5i H, -

on (). On the other hand, there must exist constant C9 and C10 such that2

C91d < fg( < CoId
9VI

on B(r), where g is the Hermitian metric of M. So, we have

C9 lHi-I OH jHi < H,.-IVH,12 < C10 jHi-I'M IHi
Hi - Gy,

Using formula(5.10), 5.20), and lemm 52, we can conclude that there exists a positive constant

C11 which is independently of i such that

sup IH,-'VHi 12 < 11. (5.21)
B.(1:)xjOTj Ho -

4 4

Since x is arbitrary, so we can conclude that the C-norm of Hi is bounded uniformly on

any B.(R) x 0, T1. By the CO-estimate (5.8) and the above Cl-estimate, the standard parabolic4

theory shows that, by passing to a subsequence, Hi converges uniformly over any compact subset

of M x [0, oo) to a smooth H... which is a solution of the Hern-litian-Einstein flow 2.6) on the

whole manifold. Therefore we complete the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem 54 Let M be a complete noncompact H677nitian manifold without boundary, let

E be a holomorphic vector bundle over M with initial Hermitian metric Ho. Suppose that there

e.Tists a positive number CO such that 1_-_1AFH - XIdj CO everywhere, where is a real

number, then the Hermitian-Einstein flow

H-1.1HOF = -2(vr--lAFH - Id),

H(x, 0 = Ho,

has a long time solution on M x [0, oo).

6 H-E metrics over complete Hermitian manifolds

In this section, we consider the existence of the Hermitian-Einstein metrics on some complete

Hermitian manifolds. As above, complete means complete, noncompact, and without boundary.

Since we have established the global existence of the Hermitian-Einstein flow on any com-

plete Hermitian manifold, one could hope that the Hermitian-Einstein flow will converge to a

Hermitian-Einstein metric under some assumptions. But, in the following we will adapt the
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direct elliptic method, the argument is similar to that Ni and Ran axe used in the Kiihler case

Q151).

Let Qj}�'j be a exhausting sequence of compact sub-domains of M, and Ho be a Hermitian

metric on the holomorphic vector bundle E. By section 4 we known that the following Dirichlet

problem is solvable on fli, i.e. there exists a Hermitian metric Hx) such that

,.I_-_1AFHj 0, f orx E Qj, (6.1)
Hj(x)Imj Ho(x).

In order to prove that we can pass to limit and eventually obtain a solution on the whole manifold

M, we need to establish some estimates. The key is the Co-estimate. Rom corollary 28 we

have the following Bochner type inequality.

Zlg(trhi+trh-')>-21vr---lAFHO-,\IdIHO, for xEQii (6.2)
lg(trh + trh- 1) 180i Ig 2r.I i

Here hi = H6-'Hi. Let ff = (Ho, Hi) lg(trh + trh-1) - Ig 2r, we havei

7\ffi > 2I,/_-_1AFH, - AMIH, f orx E Qi (6.3)
ffilani = .

Next, we impose three invertibility conditions on the holomorphic Laplace operator between

suitably chosen function spaces.

Condition 1: There exist positive number > such that for every nonnegative function

f E LP(M) n CO M), there exists a nonnegative solution u E CO M of

AU = -f.

Condition 2 Them exist positive number > such that for every nonnegative function

f E C(M), there exists a nonnegative solution u E C(M ofA

A = -f.

Condition 2 The-re exist positive numbers > > such that for every nonnegative

function f E C(M), the-re exists a nonnegative solution u E C,(M of
1A

ZU

Here C(M) denotes the space of continuous functions f which satisfy that there existsJU
xo E M ad a constant C(f) such that If (x)I C(f)(1 + dist(x, xo))-�'.

Theorem 6.1. Assume that M is a complete Hermitian manifold such that for the

holomorphic Laplace operator on M, the condition is satisfied with positive number p > 
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(or the condition 2 is satisfied with positive number it). Let E, HO) be an holomorphic vector

bundle with a Hermitian metric Ho. Assume that jf-_1AFH, - AMJJH E LP(M) for some

real number (or Jf-_1AFH - AIdIIH, E C(M)), then there exists a Hermitian-EinsteinIU
metri H on E. If M satisfies the condition 2 and the initial Hermitian metric Ho satisfies

JjN/r-__1AFH - AIdjjH E C(M) then there exists a unique Hermitian-Einstein metri H ith
A Y

&(Ho, H E CO, M), here is defined in 6.3).
A

Proof. Using the maximum principle, from condition (or condition 2 and formula 6.3),

we can conclude that the Donaldson's distance o- = a(HO, Hi) between Hi and Ho must satisfy

ai 2r exp u - 2r. (6.4)

for any x E ni. Where u satisfy au = 2jvr-_1AFH, -XIdIH,,. Rom the above CO-estimates,

and discussing like that in the proof of theorem 54, we can obtain an uniform Cl-estimates of

Hi. Then standard eiptic theory shows that, by passing a subsequence, Hi converge uniformly

over any compact sub-domain of M to a smooth Hermitian metric H satisfying

,,I--lAFH - )Id = .

When M satisfies the condition 2 using the maximum principle, the Hermitian-Einstein

metric H which we obtained in the above must satisfy a (Ho, H) u. So, (Ho, H E CO, M)

Finally, we prove the uniqueness of the Hermitian-Einstein metric with the mentioned prop-

erties. Let be another Hermitian-Einstein metric for the same real number on the bundle

E and satisfies (HO, fl E CO, M). Hence for every E outside a sufficiently large geodesic ball

B,,(R) around an abitrary E M, we have

o-(HoH)<,E, and, oHoH)<c.

By the definition of the Donaldson distance a, and the above inequalities, it is not haxd to

conclude that:
~ < 2r(l + V - ,E2 1,E)2o,(H, H) - - r

4 2

outside the geodesic ball B(R). On the other hand, from proposition 24, we have:

,Lo-(H, H) 0.

By the maximum principle this implies a H, 2r (I VIC 11,E2 + E) 2 - 2r on all of M for
4 2

every E > and hence o(H, H) = 0. This implies H = H.

0

Romark: The condition 2 is introduced by Grunau and Kiihnel in [51 where they discuss

the existence of holomorphic map from complete Hermitian anifold, and they had constructed
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some examples which satisfy condition 2 Next, with the help of the following two definitions,

we want to discuss the condition on the holomorphic Laplace operator.

Definition 62. (Positive spectrum) Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold, we say

the holomorphic Laplace operator Z has positive first eigenvalue if there exists a positive number

c such that for any compactly supported smooth function one has

fm (-\0)0 > I o2. (6.5)

The supremum of these numbers c ill be denoted by Al M).

Definition 63. (L 2_Sobolev inequality) Let M be a m-dimensional(complex) complete

Hermitian manifold, we say the holomorphic Laplace operatorZ satisfies L 2-Sobolev inequality

if them exists a constant S(M) such that for any compact supported smooth function one has

4M 2m-2
fm (-Zoo S(m)(IM 02m-2 -F- (6.6)

Lemma 64. Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold, and the holomorphic Laplace

operator A has positive first eigenvalue T M). Then for a nonnegative continuous function f

the equation

A = f

W2,2, I ahas a nonnegative solution u E I.C n C,�; (M) ( < a < ) if f E LP (M) for some p > 2.

Proof. We first solve the following Dirichlet problem on f2i([20; Ch5, proposition 1.8])

Au = -f, (6.7)
uilani = .

Here 92i is a exhaustion of M. First, by the maximum principle, we know that ui 0. Now

multiplying upi-I on both-sides of the equation and integrating by parts we have that

. up-If0i fur fni -'Lui) i (6.8)( _ ) fni Up-21VUiI2 _ -I V, Vu,).i ni UPi

On the other hand, using the assumption that (M) > 0, we have

AI(M)fniupi f0j-Z�u?)u?
(,!)2 f 2 2 �6.9)ni up-21VUiI2 _ p f -I V, Vu,).i ni UP

2 2 i

Adding 6.8) and 6.9) we have
Pf fUp-l>P(P_j)f Up-21VU,12+T (M) (6.10)
2 i fj f" upi

2 2 i

1 9



From the above inequality, using H61der inequality, we have

P - P(f upi) < P (f fp) (6.11)2T(M)

Using the interior LP estimates for the linear elliptic equation 6], Theorem 911) we know that,

over a compact sub-domain SI, there will be a uniform bound for jjUjjjW2,p(O). Therefore, using

Rellich's compactness theorem, by passing to a subsequence we know that ui will converge to

a solution u E W2,P(M) on the manifold M, and the standard eiptic theory can show that10C
ClQ

u E 1C (M)

0

Replacing the Poincare 6.5) inequality by the Sobolev inequality(6.6) in the proof of above

lemma, we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 65. Let M be a m-dimensional(complex) complete Hermitian manifold, and the

holomorphic Laplace operator satisfy the L-Sobolev inequality 6.6). Then for a nonnegative

continuous function f the equation

Zu = f

W2,2, ahas a nonnegative solution u E 10C n C,�; (M) ( < a < ) if f E LP (M) for some m > p 2.

The above two lemmas show that when the holomorphic Laplace operator has positive

first eigenvalue (or satisfies the L 2 Sobolev inequality) then the condition must be satisfied for

some positive number p.

Corollary 66 Let M be a complete Hermitian manifold, and the holomorphic Laplace

operator has positive first eigenvalue T (M). Let E, Ho) be a holomorphic vector bundle
with Hermitian metric Ho. Assume that 11 v=AFH, - Vdjj E LP(M) for some p 2 and real
number,V Then there exists a Hermitian-Einstein metric H on E.

Corollary 67 Let M be a m-dimensional(complex) complete Hermitian manifold, and
the holomorphic Laplace operator satisfy the L 2 -Sobolev inequality 6.6). Let (E, Ho) be a

holomorphic vector bundle with Hermitian metric Ho. Assume that I-,/ 1AFH, -,\Id E LP(M)

for some p E 2 m) and real numberV Then there exists a Hermitian-Einstein metric H on E.
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